
Problem: microplastics
Tiny particles of the textile fi bers are loosened during each wash. They end up as microplastics 
in the sea and ultimately in our food chain.

An all-purpose wipe for more cleanliness and less environmental impact

meiko natural & meiko goes blue consist of 80 % viscose and 20 % polylactide fi bers (PLA).
All raw materials used are:

meiko natural
meiko natural is an universally applicable 
all purpose wipe and very absorbent:

20 mg microplastics 
per kg laundry

ideal for smooth and lightly textured surfaces 
usable in combination with disinfactants 
washable at 95 °C

� ee of microplastics
completely biodegredable
compostable

Color Item no.
meiko natural 38 x 38 cm

white 393110-000-5

order unit: 200 pieces in carton



meiko – innovations that help you get ahead
We deliver well thought-out solutions with sustainable benefi ts.

We focus on cleanliness with a sense of proportion. Therefore our experts develop products 
for various application areas and surface structures. By this we guarantee that you achieve the 
best result by reasonable use of materials and at the same time you protect the environment.

We do our best every day.

meiko goes blue
The high-performance, practical and at the same time environmentally � iendly disposable wipes:

can be used universally
very absorbent
just as large as standard wipes 100% � ee of microplastics 100% compostable

Color Item no.
Travel Pack 28 x 38 cm

blue 397200-000-5

order unit: 10 x 1 pack in carton

Color Item no.
Centerfeed Roll 18 x 38 cm

blue 397100-000-5

order unit: 6 x 1 roll in carton

Color Item no.
bucket KS with lid 4 litres

blue 938180-002-5

order unit: 1 piece in carton 

100% � ee of microplastics 100% compostable
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OEKO-
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Made in 
Germany

meiko Textil GmbH
Alte Hofer Straße 4
95176 Konradsreuth
Germany

Tel. +49 (0) 9292 / 55-0
Fax +49 (0) 9292 / 55155
info@meiko-professional.de
www.meiko-professional.de


